COLLEGE PARK SCHOOL NEWSLETTER– SPRING 2022

Message from our Head teacher
Claire Shepherd

Happy holidays!
As we come to the end of the term, I would like to thank all the parents for your support this term.
We have had class coffee mornings and it has been lovely to see so
many parents attending and all the positive comments we have
received. Teachers have expressed how lovely the coffee mornings
have been, being able to talk to parents about our curriculum and what
their child has been doing. It has also been lovely to have parents
meeting each other.
Our classes have been on some amazing trips, going to London Zoo,
local coffee shops, The Wallace Collection, local parks to name a few. It
is wonderful to see our pupils out in the community.
I wanted to say a special thank you to Costa Coffee on Westbourne
Grove, the staff know our pupils well, they friendly, allow the pupils to
take their time and use Makaton with them. Watching the pupils in
Post 16 confidence grow in ordering and paying for their own drinks
has really been a highlight of the term.
As we go into the summer term and warmer days, we hope to go out
more and continue to develop independence and social skills.
We have our West London Arts Festival coming up in June and we will be using
the Royal Albert Hall for some of our performances. The invite will be sent out
soon.
A reminder that although government restrictions have stopped, we will
continue to ask families to test their child should they have any symptoms of
covid 19 and to isolate should they test positive. We have vulnerable pupils in
school, who we will need to continue to protect.
I hope you have a wonderful Easter holidays and we look forward to returning
on the 19th of April.

SILVER CLASS NEWS
We did many exciting things in Silver house this term! In
Literacy we explored two stories: ‘The Gruffalo’ and
‘Stickman’ and had many opportunities for hands on
experiences using our senses. In Maths we practiced
connecting numbers with actions, ordering and learning
about one and lots.
We also started our Food group sessions where we explored
more complex food textures through play, such as
vegetables, jelly and hummus!
Finally, in Topic we learned about houses through the
‘Three little pigs’ story, sensory exploration activities
and lots of crafts!

RED CLASS NEWS
This term red class have been very busy. We have been
visiting our local library, exploring with books and bringing them back to school. Red class have really enjoyed
reading, reading for pleasure, guided etc.
We have continued to fly around the world to celebrate
global events and taste cultural food. In Math red class
have focused on opposites, from big, small, heavy, light,
hot and cold. Overall, we have had a very productive term, learning and experiencing. I hope you all have a restful break.
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BLUE CLASS NEWS
Our topic this term was Buildings and Homes. In Literacy we explored the magic worlds of Peter Pan and Aladdin. Our students made amazing crafts, and constructed beautiful sentences. We also read many fantastic stories and enrich our vocabulary. In Maths we had been learning about money, addition, and role-playing ‘’ shopping’’. We also explored shapes
through experiential meaningful and fun activities. We travelled and learnt about different animals, different environments
and habitats etc in our Science session, like polar animals, or jungle animals.
We explored different types of buildings in our community, the rooms in our houses and we travel around the world to
find out more and have a closer look for our Topic. We also took part in a Bowling competition with other 14 SEN Schools
and got the 3rd place. Good work Blue Class!
We had so much fun, learnt so many new information and celebrate different cultures and religions in RE session. Our children celebrated carnival around the world by making beautiful crafts, the Chinese new year tiger, mother’s day cards,
took part in an Easter Egg hunting game etc.

ORANGE CLASS NEWS
We have had a great term in orange class! All students have really
enjoyed this term and have made amazing progress in all areas of
the curriculum.

This terms topic was ‘Homes and Building’ and we have been
exploring this in English and Maths. In English we have been
focussing on the story ‘Winnie the Witch’, and have been teaching
the story through interactive and sensory ways. Our students have
really enjoyed the sensory story and have been doing an amazing
job at the matching activities related to the story.
In RSE (Relationships and Sex Education) we have been focussing
on friendships. Our students have gained some understanding in
the turn taking board and sharing toys. They have also become
interested in looking at what their peers are doing.
In Food Technology our students have been making amazing
progress in cutting and spreading. This term we have been
focussing on making pizza. Our students are now able to use a
knife to spread butter and tomato paste. They are also using a knife
to cut vegetables and cheese.
Also, our students have been really enjoying our yoga sessions.
They have been practising stretching arms and legs. They have also
been practising relaxation technique to control their anxiety.
Thank you for all the support during this term. We hope you all have
an amazing Easter holiday and we will be looking forward to seeing
you after the break!

Check Out Our
School Website
for lots more information about College Park School,
such as letters to parents/carers, how to
access Evisense,
Our latest calendar,
Remote Learning
Resources, School Lunch ideas and much more, please visit our school website:
https://www.qe2cp.westminster.sch.uk/

(If you need printed copies of any information linked on the website, just
call, or send us an email)

PURPLE CLASS NEWS
This term we learned about houses and buildings. We had so
much fun learning about public buildings such as Shopping
centre (Role play of buying tickets for bowling or going to
cinema) , School, Post office, Train station, Police station or
Hospital (Role play when we go to the doctor).
We keep improving our thinking and problem solving in our
normal routine, as we are building memory through repetition
in all of the lessons. This helps us to become more independent,
needing less visuals and adult support for completing tasks. This
is also contributing positively to our communication skills.
Purple class are learning about life skills and adult skills through food tech activities,
purple class shop and cleaning up after any activity where we are making mess.
We are a very happy class!

PINK CLASS NEWS
This term, Pink Class have been looking at types of houses and public buildings and exploring
them in Topic, from creating a mini theatre to role-playing different parts of a shopping centre.
In PSHE, we have been learning about good and healthy habits, including healthy eating,
personal care and hygiene, and road safety.
In English, we have been exploring Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, and we have been
doing lots of reading for pleasure thanks to our new café/library.
This term, we have also had the exciting opportunity to go swimming during our PE sessions,
and our boys have been doing fantastic in the water, with some overcoming fears of water.
Well done Pink House!
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INDIGO CLASS NEWS
This term Indigo Class has been working
extremely hard and learned about different
types of houses, their rooms and what you do
in each of them. They designed their own
houses using geometrical shapes and built it
using different materials.
Indigo class has put a lot of effort into learning
how to use coins and
notes during role plays
sessions. These sessions
have given us the
opportunity to apply
functional skills such as
practising travel training,
creating shopping lists,
choosing ingredients
from the shop, paying
these ingredients and
making sure the coins
were correct.

GREEN CLASS NEWS
This term, Green Class are learning about Housing and Buildings and the functions of each to
help build their independence and their understanding of the world around them.
Additionally, the children are learning about life skills through various class trips, to the park,
shops, the zoo and Costa where they will independently communicate. They are completing
tasks in the life skills flat to support their independence at home, this includes learning how to
make their own snacks, making the bed and packing away cloths.
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WHITE CLASS NEWS
White Class has very much enjoyed looking at a variety of interesting
topics and have learned a lot about House and Buildings. We explored
different types of building and rooms and what we can do in each one.
This learning has been consolidated by going out to different trips
around our community where we looked at what houses looked like and
what materials there are made of.
Trips has also given us the opportunity to apply functional skills such as
looking for a destination in a map, different routes on how to get there
and using public transports and public spaces.

White Class has put an enormous amount of effort into the sports
competition we attended representing College Park and we are all extremely proud of
their effort.

YELLOW CLASS NEWS
This term, Yellow Class have put an enormous amount of effort
into their work and we are all extremely proud of their
continued focus and progress. We have very much enjoyed
looking at a variety of interesting topics and have learned a lot.
We particularly enjoyed looking at our topic of Houses and
Homes, learning about the different rooms in our houses and
the kinds of things we find in each room.
We have also been exploring books and stories, in particular
our class story, Room on the Broom. Yellow Class has also
been fortunate enough to visit London Zoo to see some of
the animals from our stories in their habitats.
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GOLD CLASS NEWS
Gold class have worked exceptionally hard on their topic this term.
Homes and buildings have seen us exploring Oliver Twist, budgeting
and paying bills in the house, learning how a building is created and
how we need to look after it, increasing our geographical knowledge
about some of the world’s most beautiful buildings and taking care of
house plants.
As well as this pupils have been preparing for Functional Skills exams and
continuing their transitions to college. There is a real sense of maturity and
independence emerging in the class and we are very proud of all our pupils.

POST 16 CLASS NEWS
Post 16+ has welcomed the opportunity to reinforce learning with
trips out. For Topic - Homes and Buildings - we went along to the
Museum of London to discover what houses looked like and the
materials they were made from in the past. We learned about the
Great Fire of London and the impact it had on the way new
buildings were constructed using brick
instead of wood.
We thought about homes suited to different types of animal - their habitats and attended a workshop at London Zoo, where we also saw how some of
these environments have been recreated.
Trips out also give our young people the opportunity to apply their
functional skills such as using public transport, reading information boards
and engaging in social interaction.
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Art:
The creative arts have been working with a number of cultural
organisations this term across the whole school including Aurora
Orchestra and they have been learning and responding to the work
of Tchaikovsky and the Magical Toy Box.
Post 16 have been to the Wallace Collection where they have been
looking at portraiture and posed in the gallery as a response to work of
Van Hals and the famous laughing Cavalier painting and students have
also visited the National Gallery. In classes students have been looking at the work of artists Grayson Perry and
Frank Bowling and learning about musicals and Gold class are writing their very own opera!
Students have also been looking at the work of Shakespeare in drama and have visited the Globe theatre. We
have also been planning for our summer arts festival which is very exciting!

Drama
Post 16, White and Gold we have been working with the play Macbeth by William Shakespeare. They have
been immersed into the world of witches, Kings and Queens and the savage goings on of the 11th Century
when Kings were slain and evil prevailed...for a while.
Furthermore, with green, indigo, purple and Yellow we have role played scenarios whilst exploring what it
would be like to work or visit different buildings and locations. With all the added fun of songs and improvisation either side.
For Red, Silver and Orange we have been exploring movement and using costumes as part of a story, and
most of all having fun throughout!
As for Blue and Pink we have explored different characters
using props and scripts to try to start to understand the
realm of storytelling. Whilst also through interactive play
stretching the imagination and improvise different characters through fantasy worlds.
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PE
Primary
During the Spring-term, Silver, Red and Orange houses have been working on basic motor skills, such as
running, jumping and balancing, with verbal and visual prompts as well as physical support when it was
necessary. Also, these groups have been exploring with different equipment in a Physical Education setting.
Blue House has been working on basic motor skills and some coordination elements. Additionally, Red and Blue
houses have had a movement session each week, letting children to express her body awareness through the
music.

Secondary
Purple House has been working on gross motor skills and having a basic visual learning about different sports.
Green, Yellow and Gold houses have worked developing a blend of different motor skills (running, jumping,
balancing and coordination elements related to handball). During this Spring-term, these groups have been also
working on fine motor skills, throwing and catching a ball. Moreover, they have got involved in games
interacting with the rest of their classmates.

Special Activities
Pink House has been enjoying attending swimming pool sessions in Physical Education time along this Springterm, where the children have had the opportunity to play with different toys and equipment, as well as interact
with the teaching team in the water.
White House has received cricket lessons in the month of March, being instructed by a coach of Middlesex
County Cricket Club. They have been experiencing different cricket roles performing table cricket, and they also
took part in a competition at the end of the month.
Post-16 have been enjoying Physical Education sessions at Seymour Leisure Centre, developing both fine and
gross motor skills through different activities and having a good and health group interaction and with the
teaching team, as well as with coaches of the centre.
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Find Out More about the Westminster Parent Participation Group by visiting their website:
https://www.wppg.org.uk/
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We look forward to welcoming you all
back to school after the Easter Holiday on

Tuesday 19th April

